Welsh, NSF award faculty grants

Grants totaling better than three-quarters of a million dollars have been awarded Rice science faculty in the past few weeks.

Seven Rice chemists have reaped a total of $315,000 from the Robert A. Welch Foundation for basic chemical research. The professors include Drs. Awepara, Cud, Franklin, Glass, Hightower, Lewis, and Marrs.
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The black in education

"This is an excerpt from a discussion on "The Negro in Higher Education," presented at the conference held at the University of Chicago."

The following, which is a "postscript" to the SCOUR report on Rice University, was issued today, January 7 or 8.

To the Editor:

We wish to make it clear that we view the institution's meaning along three central attributes. The black in education.

To the Editor:

I'm sure that the SCOUR report on Rice University has not been written by a committee of experts. If this is the case, it should be placed on the agenda of the Senate for discussion.

The following, which is a "postscript" to the SCOUR report on Rice University, was issued today, January 7 or 8.

To the Editor:

We remain unconvinced as to the significance of the misrepresentation to say that no attempt was made to ensure that the affairs of the Board of Governors, the Acting Chief Executive, and the Student Association, the Student Government, the Student Body, and the Student Senate, were properly considered in the formation of the Rice Thresher, January 9, 1969—page 2.
Far too gradual 'myth' proves false, deluding in Vietnam

By STEPHEN K. FOX

High firepower divisions like the American Air Force came to Vietnam in the 1960s, but the U.S. military failed to improve the situation, according to a new book on the war. The book, "The Americans in Vietnam," by John C. McArthur, describes the military maneuvers and their effects. By this requires an enormous logistic support system. Mobile, firepower and its effects. By this, the vast majority of the enemy's main forces units was poor. The U.S. was never able to hamper the North Vietnamese military campaign.

The U.S. probably the biggest roar of the evening from our side...
Since the institution of Religious Emphasis Week at Rice in 1963, a distinguished theologian has been invited every year to deliver a series of lectures dealing with the general topic of religion for students on college campuses.

Dr. B. Davie Napier will be the ninth in a series of outstanding professors of religious thought who have been featured during Religious Emphasis Week. Others have included Paul Tillich, Dr. Joseph Sittler, Dr. William Muehl, Dr. Joseph Rittler, and Dr. Edward McCready.

The annual Religious Emphasis Week series usually involves extra-political activities. New Party hopes to take advantage of the general interest in political non-structure. New Party leaders are also counted on to provide a knowledge base that the party can build upon.

New Party is the official name of a political non-structure which grew out of demonstrations in Chicago last June and the opening of an Open Convention. The Coalition met, drew up legal battle-plans for late Aug.-Nov. in Chicago, announced its new name, was bringing hundreds of thousands of people to Chicago demonstrating for an Open Convention and was deluged with position papers that will emphasize the New Party's platform.

New Party officially calls itself the New Party and has already written a platform. New Party officials state that the New Party is in favor of multi-party government and is composed of Multi-party forces.

New Party stresses extra-political activity, aligning of political 'foes'
Razorbacks’ fire sniffs Owls’ try

By DAVE NORMAN

The drama in Rice Gym last Tuesday night provides students with a moral quite appropriate to the players. Time and again, especially during the first half of the contest, the Rice Owls gave the Arkansas Razorbacks the opportunity to stage a comeback and then were able to rally back and take control.

In the first case, the lack of Owl rebounding was particularly apparent and was accentuated by a missed free throw by a supposedly reliable player. The Owls, however, made the most of their second chance by scoring the Owls. Though he entered the game in the later stages in a sort of zone press, the Owls seemed to be somewhat unfamiliar with the offensive tactics of the Razorbacks.

In the second case, the Owls were able to score the Owls. Though he entered the game in the later stages in a sort of zone press, the Owls seemed to be somewhat unfamiliar with the offensive tactics of the Razorbacks.

As the Owls gain that sort of confidence they should begin to pose a threat to the more established conference teams. The Owls, however, are not yet ready to take on the bigger teams in the SEC.

Exciting basketball. As the season and the team experience, the rallies will cease to fall short.
The committee would appreciate the inclusion of any available information about nominees. Letters should be sent to Greg White, George Forrestall, or Bill Kaplan, at the Student Association Office.

Chapter One--A preliminary meeting to organize a Rice chapter of Students for a Democratic Society will be held Sunday at 2 pm in the Brown Library.

Love--There will be a second organizational meeting for people enrolled in Lovett 268 by tomorrow at 7 pm in the Lovett Commons, rather than tonight as previously announced.

Radioisland--KOWL, the Rice radio station, which has been off the air for several weeks, will begin programming again Monday, Jan. 13, at 7 pm. Reception for the station, 500 on your dial, has been improved near both the men's and women's college and in the installation of new aerials. Potential ID's of any musical inclination, but especially those interested in classical music, should contact Station Manager Stewart West, 622-6264, or Ext. 1039, 1964.

Saint Joan--The first performance in a month-long run of George Bernard Shaw's "Saint Joan" will be tonight at the Alley Theatre. The play, the Alley's second in its new quarters at Texas Avenue, features Irene Jenkins, Carl Ben- sin, L. M. Hobson, William Lard- dy, and Joseph Ruskin.

Marat Sade--The Rice Players will hold tryouts for "The Persecution and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat, as Performed by the Inmates of Charenton under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade," otherwise known as "Marat Sade," by Peter Weiss tonight at 7:30 in Hamman Hall. The production will be directed by Neil Havens and will run from February 24 through March 1.

Catalog--The Rice Play- ers will hold tryouts for "The Barber of Seville," on Tuesday, Jan. 14 at 7 pm. "A New Language" by B. Davie Napier will be presented Thursday January 16 at 7 pm in the Brown Library. "Who's Burning?" by B. Davie Napier will be presented Tuesday, January 14 at 7 pm. "A New Land?" by B. Davie Napier will be presented Wednesday, January 15 at 7 pm. "The Barber of Seville" by B. Davie Napier will be presented Thursday, January 16 at 7 pm.

Not sure what you want to do? Join the club.

Du Pont Company
Room 6668
Wilmington, DE 19898

I'd like your latest information on opportunities at Du Pont for graduates with degrees in...
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I'm interested in...

College Relations

Du Pont wants engineers who want to grow professionally. And we have great respect for the guy who'd like to "know more about it" before he marries a specific kind of job. We even have a plan to help him.

It's called "planned mobility"--a sort of intramural job hop. You don't get into a training program. You get into a job. If it doesn't fit you, or you it, you get into a second job or a fifth or a sixth, until you find the one you want to grow with. It gives you time to decide while you're broadening professionally.

Ask the Du Pont interviewer about it. Ask him anything, he was in your shoes very recently.

El Du Pont is an Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)

 elt Du Pont